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2012-3-24 10:07 upload and download the attachment (232.09 KB) perhaps its own brand of members of the Chris Paul Air Jordan
CP3 series Brand Jordan to understand a lot, but as the main brand endorsement, he will also pick some shoes classic custom is a
most dazzling player in the field of version boots. This time we see the color version of Chris is home court players - Paul era Air
Jordan XX3 Hornets shoes, we all know that Air Jordan XX3 is Nike Nike Considered to create the company's first according to the
design concept of basketball shoes. This shoe body with white leather shoes color, covered with thorns, color green water, green
water in TPU from the bottom heel extended to the lateral forefoot, shoes firmly fixed. The design is the number 3 on the back of
tongue and the shoe body golden car line more dazzling, more reflects the feeling of luxury. Compared to the previous color, do not
know how you feel about this paragraph?
in 1976 since the California track featured brand stores, RonHerman is about to visit Tokyo in August 28th in the north of the local
Castle set up a local new overseas shop. In addition to the opening day of the mastermind JAPAN and a series of joint single
product, Fenom has published a Levi's Crush Shorts in Hiroshi. Recently destroyed denim shorts in the first person blog the failure to
disclose it shorts, waist can see the diamond design eye-catching, besides washing and destruction remains the usual high standard
design texture, and on the side pocket above the low-key lightning and gold embroidery, leather standard is the key. I believe the
majority of fans absolutely excited
Fenom
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